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Where this talk began

• I have worked at CARHU, as a paediatrician, since 

the service began in 1990

• CARHU provides medical and therapeutic services 

for children where there are concerns/ histories of 

abuse and/ or neglect.

• We have prided ourselves on working WITH 

children as much as possible in developing and 

maintaining our services

• On reflection, we have had great difficulty 

maintaining the impetus in many aspects and this 

has led me to study other health services for 

children to see what I could learn



History of Children’s Hospitals

• First children’s hospital to open in England was 

Great Ormond Street, on 14 February 1852

• A survey in 1843 had revealed that, of some 

2,400 patients in all the London hospitals, only 

26 were children under 10 with diseases 

peculiar to that age; 

• of 51,000 people dying that year in the capital 

21,000 were children under ten. It was generally 

assumed that children were “expendable”, and 

in any case were better off staying with their 

mothers, even when seriously ill.





New Children’s Hospitals in Australia

• RCH Melbourne- opened 2012

• Centenary Women’s and Children’s hospital 

ACT- opened November 2013

• Perth Children’s Hospital- to open late 2015

• Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital in Brisbane-

now building



How we relate to children

• Do TO children

• Do FOR children

• Do WITH children



1 Corinthians 13

“When I was a child, I spoke as a child, 

I understood as a child, I thought as a 

child; but when I became a man, I put 

away childish things”

What a sad loss of vital learning!

Not only do we not remember, it is 

almost shameful to remember 

childhood



To be child-aware, we need to “think relational”

• Winnicot- we cannot visualise the child, 

except in the context of the mother

• In health interventions with children, as 

well as in child abuse, it is the relationship 

between the child and adult that can result 

in- and sometimes minimise- trauma 

• At least the vital role of parents in health 

care is now beyond dispute…??

• Relationships also provide the best 

chance of healing the trauma



Thoughts on building children’s health 

services, including hospitals in C21

• The stated aim in all this redevelopment is “Child 

friendly; family focused”-

• But how many things does that really mean?

• What have we really learnt about what children must 

have, need -& fear- in the health system?

• “Some clinicians have strong opinions and their 

expectations are very high, and not always 

contextually appropriate”

• “We took the communication and listening process 

very seriously”



The forsee-able and the unforsee-able

• Single, care-by-parent rooms- some thoughts 

and perspectives

• What can the nurses confidently monitor and 

what has become more challenging?

• Unexpected developments- NICU pods- A 

wonderful caring environment, but does the brain 

appreciate this?

• Do we aim to have the wards (and clinics) say 

“Welcome”? If so, how can we do it?

• Adults as clients v/s child clients- who wins?



Model of care

• Workforce merger- some thoughts

• Contemporary considerations for how it will 

all work

– Parents and how to best meet their needs

– Vital needs of nursing staff

– What about doctors?

– And all the other health  professionals/ 

teachers/ play therapists etc

– And don’t forget  infection control (how could 

we!)

– Oh! And the children!!



Consumer & community engagement in 

planning

• From the web pages covering all this paediatric 

redevelopment, it is very hard to discern child 

involvement in any of the projects

• Queensland- “Youth Advisory Forum”- provides 

input into planning and design. Comprises up to 

15 young people 12-21 years, who are currently, 

or have recently been, patients of the current 

children’s hospitals.

• Strong parent input into NICU planning in ACT 

and consumer involvement for paediatrics. No 

child / family input for community centres



An interesting project in UK

• Project to replace the old, classic Victorian 

Derbyshire children’s hospital  with an entirely 

new hospital at the end of C20 (opened Sept 

1996).

• “People who work with children tend to be 

democratic, listening souls, who are used to 

working in collaboration with their patients and 

families.

• This tendency for shared decision making was 

the catalyst in many ways for the very individual 

way in which the new hospital was designed”.



The Challenge:

• To design a building which had a high 

degree of functional efficiency

• Together with the ambition to create a 

building that in itself could help us get 

children better

• Need to involve the real users- the 

children and their families, but HOW?

• We needed to get the views of children, 

but in their own language. Questionnaires 

fine for parents but not for children



Taking up the challenge

• The children needed to give us their views, 

but in their way-PLAY

• A group of community artists was engaged 

and given the brief of obtaining and analysing 

the views of children and their families, who 

had been in hospital, or outpatients.

• They did this by running sessions for children 

to contribute through 

– Structured play

– Art work

– Role play



The challenge (Cont)

• Much of the work with children was 

videotaped for later analysis

• Parents were involved too in sessions 

which included discussions, artwork (once 

they got going they were great) and 

questionnaires

• Through these sessions, the various 

experiences of hospital admissions or 

visits to outpatients/ ED were explored



RESULTS

• “We learnt so much about what is important to 

children and their families AND THE RESULTS 

DELIGHT THE CHILDREN EVERY DAY”

• Need to focus on reducing the stress:

• By encouraging the children to take some 

control over their own hospital experience we 

can reduce the stress for them- and their parents

• Some examples-

– Signposting in images, not words

– Children involved in the business of reception 

desks

– Ceilings



PLAY IS CENTRAL

• Play is central to the child’s life and is 

central to the design of every ward and 

department

• The “business” of the hospital goes on 

around that

• Outdoor play areas everywhere

• Calming effect of water themes

• Illuminated water feature in foyer

• SUPERVISED play area 



More successes

• Separate waiting area for teens

• ED pirate ship waiting area

• Patterned floors and ceilings (for those on 

their backs)

• ICU had an underwater theme for 

tranquillity (dolphins) and a designated 

bereavement suite

• Designed to ensure maximum observation 

of children at all times whilst maintaining a 

homely environment and atmosphere



Let us now go for a virtual walk through 

two of our newest children’s hospitals, 

trying to see each hospital as children 

might see it, visiting for the first time.

Both hospitals have particular 

challenges.

Consider the differing responses for 

“healthy” outpatients, who can 

participate, and 

“unwell” inpatients, who have less 

control.

In particular, where does PLAY fit?



Firstly, the beginning of my journey,

the“not so new”

CARHU

an outpatient facility

















Thoughts and challenges for CARHU

• The challenge of maintaining a fully 

functioning service, with any additional  

“servicing” work needing to be “fitted in”.

• Ongoing participation by the children- a 

very different task from therapy and 

medical assessment

• Other community outpatient facilities in 

ACT face far greater challenges, having to 

share all facilities with adult (often elderly) 

and mental health patients- their needs 

are so different.



Centenary Women’s and 

Children’s Hospital

ACT





Again there is the challenge of meeting very 

different needs for very different client 

groups coming into the building from the 

same entry point.

In particular people facing the loss of a 

baby, of confronting sad diagnoses- child 

friendly might be very confronting.







Turn right for the children’s wards

















The George Gregan Playground















Let’s go to Outpatients









A very brief look at the new 

Royal Melbourne Children’s 

Hospital

























What I particularly liked-

• The parkland setting, in the middle of a huge 

city- and tranquil gardens with flowers

• Random “science” puzzles and experiments 

in Outpatients depts.

• Friendly, approachable information area 

(though no acknowledgement of children)

• The visiting dog(s)

• The large and versatile Starlight zone

• The meditation/ prayer area (water feature)



What I observed the children liking

• Aquarium- I felt quite challenged

• Meercats- less challenging for me than the 

aquarium

• Interactive screen in “Main Street”

• The ever popular sandpit

• A few children noticed the large colourful 

sculpture and the associated mobiles-

butterflies and fairies, when pointed out by 

parents



Concerns I registered

• Signage confusing and high literacy necessary

• Still “Mackers”, though now joined by healthier 

options

• “Main Street” concept didn’t quite work for me in 

such a huge building

• Lifts very fast opening and closing- agility!

• Revolving external doors and very active toddlers

• Almost no “unexpected enjoyable surprises”

• Few children’s contributions – displayed in glass 

cases and very strong adult involvement- “learning 

intentions” etc! ?children’s guide book??



There are lots more ideas to 

explore-

some grownups never lose their 

childhood imagination

but we miss so much if we don’t 

get ideas from children 

themselves



http://feeds.we-make-money-not-art.com/~r/wmmna/~3/43927101/009078.php
http://feeds.we-make-money-not-art.com/~r/wmmna/~3/43927101/009078.php


 





‘Hospital Passport’ helps comfort young patients

http://springwise.createsend1.com/t/y-l-trhikdt-blyykitlu-ij/
http://springwise.createsend1.com/t/y-l-trhikdt-blyykitlu-it/
http://springwise.createsend1.com/t/y-l-trhikdt-blyykitlu-it/


If we explored with children their 

recollections of these new 

hospitals, would the dominant 

memory be excitement, or would 

they express other feelings such 

as confusion?

Would their recollections change 

after experiencing “standard 

hospital trauma”? 



Is a hospital visit a “Grand day 

out”? 

Or should its more life-impacting 

aspects be more overtly 

addressed and how?



Despite our firm intentions to 

keep children and their families 

at the centre of our planning, 

current health practices- and 

current architectural design 

fashions- can easily overwhelm 

our dreams.

and the biggest impact is on 

the children.



THE END


